Abstract. We present a high-level RPC architecture. Although RPC systems seem quite varied they actually share the same fundamental building blocks. We examine the operation of several technologies (e.g., SOAP/HTTP, RMI-IIOP) to show what they have in common, namely four main blocks that we call PEPt: Presentation, Encoding, Protocol and transport. Presentation encompasses the data types and APIs available to a programmer. Encoding describes the representation of those data types on the wire. Protocol frames the encoded data to denote the intent of the message. Transport moves the encoding + protocol from one location to another. The PEPt architecture allows one to understand, use and implement RPC-systems by providing a simple but comprehensive framework in which to place finer-grained details. It may also serve as the basis for RPC infrastructure reuse between seemingly disparate systems. The PEPt architecture enables an RPC system to adaptively change encodings, protocols and transports.
Introduction
The specification and implementation of Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [1] systems such as DCE [2] , distributed versions of C++ [3] [4] , COM/DCOM [5], CORBA [6] , RMI [7] , RMI-IIOP [8], XML-RPC [9] and SOAP [10] , seems to traverse the same ground repeatedly. One way to avoid reinventing the wheel is to isolate the basic building blocks. This may seem difficult since, at first glance, it may seem RPC systems have nothing in common. We claim that these systems are variations of a fundamental architecture we call PEPt.
We show the PEPt (Protocol, Encoding, Presentation, transport) architecture as a high-level way to structure our thinking, design and implementation of RPC systems. The PEPt architecture has been used in a commercial CORBA system [11] . PEPt embodies the experience of evolving this system from C++ to Java and responding to its changing requirements over time (e.g., alternate protocols and transports, as well as revisions in stubs and encodings). If you build or use more than one RPC system, then the PEPt architecture will help you organize your approach to RPC by providing a clear structure that: provides clarity as to where a function belongs, makes it easier to evolve the system over time, is comprised of a small number of pieces that is easy to hold in one's head, and specifies a simple decomposition of RPC systems which universally applies.
Overview
How can we become better at designing, specifying, building and maintaining RPC systems? We can do so by defining an architecture that is simple enough to hold in the mind as a whole, while being comprehensive enough to describe and implement diverse RPC systems. We show how the PEPt architecture supports the client-side operation of stubs and the server-side operation of ties. We show that the common structure is symmetric: on the client-side a programmer makes a remote call with arguments of specific types (presentation). The types are converted into a representation agreed upon by both the client and server sides (encoding). The encoding is framed with information that carries the intent of the message (protocol). The raw bits of the encoding + presentation are moved from the client location to the server location (transport). The server side goes through these steps in reverse until it obtains the arguments to call the procedure. The whole process repeats itself to return a result. All RPC systems either implicitly or explicitly carry out these steps. PEPt gives us the ability to structure our thinking about RPC systems in such a way as to allow us to build scalable, reusable, maintainable infrastructure.
Related Work
The ADAPTIVE Communication Environment (ACE) [12] represents seminal work on applying patterns to network programming. Whereas ACE is a complex system more specific to C++ and high-performance (and, to a lesser extent, CORBA) PEPt is a higher-level, language-independent view of RPC not tied to a particular type of RPC system. PEPt presents an architecture for RPC with fewer "moving parts" in order to guide the overall structuring of a system. ACE focuses more on the details whereas PEPt focuses on the big picture. They complement each other.
RM-ODP's [13] engineering viewpoint channel model is similar to PEPt but does not define important interactions such as how two binding objects interact and connection multiplexing. Although ACE and RM-ODP provide useful patterns they do not give enough detail regarding the overall interaction between the top-level parts of the system.
The SOAP and WSDL [14] specifications allow one to specify different transports and encodings. PEPt is an architecture in which to implement such specifications.
The Jini extensible remote invocation portion of the Jini Davis project [15] is an API and architecture to enable alternate transports and encodings. It is focused on Java's RMI programming model whereas PEPt is language and programming model independent.
Subcontracts [16] were proposed as a way to define new object communication without modifying the base system. PEPt is similar but limits subcontracts to the protocol block, and further delineates that block's relationship to other subsystems to enable finer-grained control and reuse.
PEPt is an architecture for RPC in the same way that others have created architectures and frameworks at different levels of the network such as SASL [17] for security, BEEP [18] for application protocol and Boecking's research [19] in network protocols.
Fundamental Building Blocks
The fundamental building blocks of RPC systems are: Presentation, Encoding, Protocol and Transport. This paper refers to these blocks as a group as PEPt. Fig. 1 shows PEPt's core architecture. The boxes in Fig. 1 (e.g., ContactInfo, Input) represent interfaces that represent or bridge the blocks of the core architecture. (Note, the blocks are purposely drawn to not suggest a layered architecture.) Each PEPt block is responsible for a key RPC operation.
The presentation block includes the APIs used to interact with an RPC system (e.g., stubs/ties), the data types that may be transferred, and error reporting.
We use the term "encoding block" to denote the "wire" representation of presentation data types and the conversion process from language representation to wire representation.
Data by itself makes no sense. One needs to include other information along with the data to indicate the intent of the data. The protocol block is responsible for "framing" the encoded data to indicate the intent of the message. On the sending side, the protocol block frames the encoded data with the intent of the message. On the receiving side it interprets the intent. The protocol block says and interprets what a message means.
The transport block moves a request or response (i.e., the encoded data and protocol framing) from one location to another. The most common transport today is TCP/IP. CORBA IIOP requests and responses use TCP/IP as their transport. SOAP often uses HTTP as a "transport". However HTTP is a protocol in its own right which uses TCP/IP as its transport. Besides carrying the basic SOAP message (encoding + protocol) HTTP needs its own protocol bits. In general, PEPt views the transport block as a source or sink from which you receive or send bits with no further need for PEPt to deal with additional protocol information. In that case it is clear that CORBA IIOP is a protocol and TCP/IP is a transport. In the SOAP/HTTP case, PEPt would view HTTP as a protocol, framing the SOAP message that, in turn, frames the encoded data. The entire HTTP protocol plus SOAP payload is then given to a TCP/IP transport. PEPt is flexible enough to allow various degrees of coupling between the transport and protocol blocks to handle multiple layers of protocols, as in the SOAP/HTTP case. Once the protocol block is done forming a message it gives it to the transport block to send. Conversely, when the transport block receives a message it gives it to the protocol block for handling. The transport block is responsible for transferring requests and responses from one location to another.
A question naturally arises: why these blocks? Why not more, less or just different blocks? If we look at the related work cited above we can see the subcontract-based architecture in a sense has one block, the subcontract itself. A subcontract is responsible for all variations in protocol, encoding, etc. While a subcontract is a useful pluggability mechanism it does not provide enough structure to help organize the parts that can vary. In other words, subcontracts are too coarse-grained. The ACE architecture goes the other direction: providing multiple "blocks" for network programming. However, ACE's multiplicity is difficult to communicate and easily hold as a whole. We have found, through experience, that PEPt's four main building blocks are a useful division of concerns to answer placement of more detailed functionality and to understand as a whole.
The PEPt architecture is based on our experience with other RPC architectures that tried to completely decouple architectural blocks except for a few well-known interactions. However, when the need to support features such as GIOP fragmentation or SOAP parameters encoded as MIME attachments arose, it was noted that there needs to be a closer coupling between the transport, encoding and protocol blocks. PEPt enables well-known interactions between blocks but also allows private contracts between blocks. For example, if a protocol supports fragmentation, then the encoding block will need to signal the protocol block when the encoding block's internal buffers are full, even though marshaling may not be complete. The protocol block will need to form a fragment message and give it to the transport block to be sent. The PEPt architecture allows such coupling in a generic manner. Now that we have introduced PEPt's fundamental blocks we continue by showing them processing requests and responses.
By following a request all they way through, in detail, on both the client-side and the server-side, it can be shown that PEPt's fundamental blocks provide the right level of granularity to implement RPC systems. We will list the steps necessary to support stub operation and we will show how the PEPt architecture supports those steps.
Client-Side Lifecycle
The steps to support a remote call are: 1: Get a connection to the service. 2: Get an output stream for the connection. 3: Marshal the arguments into the output stream. 4: Send the arguments to the service. 5: Wait for a response. 6: Get an input stream for the connection. 7: Unmarshal the return value or exception from the input stream. 8: Return normal result or throw exception result. 9: Release any resources used in the remote call. The remainder of this section shows how PEPt supports these steps.
Obtaining a Remote Reference. We do not discuss obtaining remote references in detail here. The main point, in terms of PEPt, is that obtaining a reference generally results in a stub being created in the client. The stub contains the service's address information and code that (un)marshals data from/to the service. (The address information may contain alternate addresses and other information such as transactional and security requirements.) Once we have a stub we can invoke remote procedures (methods).
Invoking a Remote Reference. When a client calls a remote service the client is actually making a call on a stub. A stub is responsible for interfacing with the RPC infrastructure to accomplish the remote call. A stub is part of PEPt's presentation block: the programming model and data types applicable to that model.
Obtaining a Connection to the Service. The stub interacts with the PEPt architecture to service the request. The first step taken is to obtain a connection to the service in order to transport request and replies.
To obtain a connection it is necessary to determine the type of connection and have a factory for the chosen type. To accomplish this the client-side of the PEPt transport block has two main interfaces: ContactInfo and Connection. ContactInfo is an abstract representation of remote references and a factory for Connections. Connection is the interface used to transport requests and replies.
The stub interacts with the protocol block which interacts with ContactInfo to determine information such as location, transport, protocols, encodings, transaction, security, and to create a specific type of Connection. The protocol block interacts with the Connection by sending and getting raw bits transported by the Connection.
(We note that Connection and ContactInfo, along with the Acceptor discussed below, are a form of the Acceptor-Connector design pattern [20] .)
Since a Connection may come in many forms: shared memory, Solaris Doors [21], a TCP/IP Connection, ATM, etc., other blocks in the system should not know the specific type of transport being used. In particular, the presentation block should not know anything about the type of Connection. In fact, the type of the Connection (transport), the encoding and the protocol should be able to change dynamically between invocations with no changes necessary at the presentation block. For example, it may be useful to use SOAP/HTTP when an RPC needs to traverse the Internet, but, within an enterprise, using an encoding, protocol and transport that utilizes the internal reliable LAN may be more appropriate.
To obtain a Connection the protocol block interacts with ContactInfo (this protocol block interaction is discussed later). For CORBA this may mean examining an IOR that may contain a TCP/IP host/port pair. Since the CORBA IIOP protocol allows request/reply multiplexing on single connection, an existing Connection may be used or a new Connection may be created if one is not found.
The point at which a Connection is obtained is dependent on the features supported by a specific type of RPC. In RMI-IIOP, Connections are obtained before marshaling because of GIOP fragmentation and Portable Interceptors. (If a GIOP implementation supports fragmentation and if a Portable Interceptor adds service contexts to the GIOP header which overflow the internal buffer containing the encoded header then one or more fragments may be sent. One needs a Connection in order to send a fragment. Thus the Connection must be obtained before marshaling.)
A PEPt implementation of RMI-IIOP would interact with ContactInfo to determine and create the appropriate Connection. In this case, ContactInfo would abstract an IOR. The IOR may contain multiple profiles or tagged components that specify different ways to connect to the service.
PEPt uses the ContactInfo and Connection interfaces of the transport block to enable alternate transports. We will see later how ContactInfo also serves as a factory to enable alternate encodings and protocols. Thus, ContactInfo is the primary clientside pluggability point in the PEPt architecture.
Once we have a Connection to a remote service we need a way to write and read data on the connection. That is discussed next.
Get an Output Object for the Connection. The purpose of a transport block Connection is to carry requests and responses between peers. The actual forming and processing of those requests/responses takes place in other PEPt blocks. To form the request the procedure arguments must be encoded. In other words, there must be a way to convert from the presentation block representation of arguments to the RPC representation (encoding) of those arguments. In PEPt, OutputObject and InputObject are encoding block interfaces that contain and hide the encoding from other blocks. We will discuss how they are obtained and used next.
Once a transport Connection is obtained it is necessary to obtain an OutputObject to be used for marshaling data. One could ask the Connection for an OutputObject, but that would limit the OutputObject to one type of protocol association and it would limit the Connection to one encoding/protocol combination. Since the remote reference (which is represented in PEPt by ContactInfo) contains the necessary information on what encodings and protocols may be used, it serves as a factory for the OutputObject.
An OutputObject serves several functions. Its interface defines the presentation block data types that may be written to the OutputObject. Its implementation defines the encoding of those types. Its implementation also defines a private contract between the OutputObject and the Connection on how that encoding is stored before being sent (e.g., as an array of bytes).
Once the OutputObject is obtained we can marshal presentation block data into it, which we discuss next.
Marshal the Arguments into the OutputObject. At this level, marshaling is simple. The presentation block stub gives presentation block data types to the encoding block OutputObject to encode and temporarily store in internal storage.
In RMI-IIOP marshaling is actually quite complicated since it must support chunking, fragmentation, indirections, etc. Likewise, SOAP marshaling can become involved in order to support MIME attachments. For example, to support a feature such as GIOP fragmentation PEPt allows encoding block OutputObjects to make private contracts with the protocol block and with the transport block Connection. These contracts enable encoded buffers in the OutputObject to be sent on the Connection before the presentation block is done marshaling.
Marshaling Complete, Send Arguments to Service. After it has finished marshaling arguments, the stub signals the PEPt architecture that request argument marshaling is complete. At this point the encoded arguments (or the last fragment of encoded arguments) need to be sent over the transport. Before the encoded data is actually sent by the PEPt RPC infrastructure it must be framed by protocol information. Protocol framing is the responsibility of the protocol block RequestDispatcher interface. RequestDispatcher is responsible for managing necessary headers (and trailers if present), and for giving the OutputObject's internal encoded data buffers to transport to be sent on the wire.
How do we obtain an appropriate RequestDispatcher? Since ContactInfo abstracts the encoding/protocol/transport combinations available for a specific service it serves as a factory for protocol block objects (as well as transport and encoding block objects).
There is a bootstrap issue here that we will only touch upon lightly. Since the protocol block coordinates interactions between the other blocks, what interface is responsible for initially interacting with ContactInfo in order to choose and create a RequestDispatcher? PEPt handles this by associating a generic RequestDispatcher with the stub. The generic RequestDispatcher's function is to interact with ContactInfo to choose and create a specific RequestDispatcher. Then the specific RequestDispatcher takes over. The specific RequestDispatcher then interacts with ContactInfo to create the Connection and OutputObject.
Generally the choosing and creation of RequestDispatcher, Connection and OutputObject will occur when the stub obtains an OutputObject for marshaling. This is usually the case since protocol information may need to be marshaled into the OutputObject's internal encoded data storage even before beginning argument marshaling. There are two primary examples of the need to create all three block objects at this time. First, if one wants to use one continuous buffer (rather than separate buffers for headers, data, and trailers and the use of scatter/gather IO [22] ) the RequestDispatcher needs to write headers into the OutputObject before it is returned to the stub for marshaling. The OutputObject must agree with the Connection on the form of the internal buffer used between them. Secondly, we already mentioned the possibility, in RMI-IIOP, of having interceptors insert service contexts into headers that cause an overflow of the buffer when using GIOP fragmentation. In this case the RequestDispatcher would need to create a fragment message and give it to the Connection for sending even before marshaling begins.
At this point in our discussion we have seen how and when the main interfaces of the four blocks are created and how they are coordinated by the RequestDispatcher protocol block interface to marshal and send a request. We continue by examining how the reply is received and processed.
Wait for a Response. After the request is sent the client-side waits for a response from the server. The operation of waiting for a response is dependent on the protocol in use. PEPt gives the RequestDispatcher control over how to wait for a reply. An HTTP RequestDispatcher will simply block on a read of the Connection on which the request was sent. RMI-IIOP allows message multiplexing on a single Connection. Therefore it is necessary to demultiplex incoming replies. Since different reply messages (and possibly error and close connection messages) can arrive at any time, the RMI-IIOP RequestDispatcher would interact with a ContactInfo factory to create an appropriate protocol block ProtocolHandler object. The ProtocolHandler listens on the Connection for incoming messages (note, issues such as scalability using a "selector" for listening, or "non-listening" transports like Solaris doors are not discussed here). The RMI-IIOP RequestDispatcher would put itself to sleep waiting for the ProtocolHandler to signal that a matching reply has arrived. (Note: the RequestDispatcher and the ProtocolHandler taken together can be viewed as a form of "subcontract" [16] .)
Get an Input Object for the Connection. When a reply arrives on the Connection we need to get an InputObject for the Connection so that we can read headers and the remote procedure's result.
When a reply arrives at the Connection it gives the raw bits of the reply to the ProtocolHandler. The ProtocolHandler examines the raw bits to determine the protocol in use (if the Connection is supporting multiple profiles). The ProtocolHandler then asks ContactInfo to create an appropriate InputObject. (Note: a well-designed protocol will use the presentation block data types to read and write headers.)
In the RMI-IIOP case, after the InputObject has been created, the ProtocolHandler reads from it to determine the GIOP version, whether this is the first, continuing or last fragment of a reply or a complete (non-fragmented) reply, and to obtain the request ID. When the reply is non-fragmented or the first fragment of a reply the ProtocolHandler uses the request ID to find the matching request. It then gives the InputObject to the waiting RequestDispatcher and signals it to wake up to handle the reply. When the reply is a continuing or last fragment, the ProtocolHandler uses the request ID to find an existing InputObject (created during the first fragment). It gives the existing InputObject the raw bits of the reply. This forms a producer/consumer relationship between the ProtocolHandler and an existing InputObject.
Once the reply has been matched with a request, the RequestDispatcher will return the InputObject to the stub. The InputObject will be positioned to start reading the marshaled reply (the ProtocolHandler/RequestDispatcher having already read the header information). As noted above, if fragmentation is in effect there will be a private contract between the Connection, the ProtocolHandler and the InputObject such that as more fragments arrive for a particular reply those fragments can be passed to the internal buffers of the InputObject. The InputObject then serves the role of a shared buffer between the stub (consuming the InputObject) and the Connection/ProtocolHandler (filling the InputObject).
Unmarshal the Result and Cleanup Resources. The protocol block
RequestDispatcher returns control and an encoding block InputObject to the stub when a reply has been received. The InputObject acts as a bridge between the encoding block and the presentation block.
After unmarshaling, before returning control to user code the stub signals the RPC infrastructure that it may clean up any resources used for this invocation. Example resources are fragment maps that map request IDs to InputObjects, the Input/OutputObjects and Connection used in the request, etc.
Server-Side Lifecycle
To save space, we will only mention key points regarding the server-side of remote requests. The steps to service a request are: 1: Accept a connection from the client. 2: Receive a request on the connection. 3: Get an input stream for the connection. 4: Find a tie and servant. 5: Use the input stream to unmarshal arguments. 6: Call the servant with the unmarshaled arguments. 7: Get an output stream for the connection. 8: Marshal the result or exception. 9: Send the reply. 10: Release any resources used in the remote call.
